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T. Ojika, S. Watanabe, and T. Mitsui (in preparation) have been developing a 
subroutine package NAES (Nonlinear Algebraic Equations Solver) for the 
numerical solutions of the system of nonlinear equations. An algorithm, in the 
package, termed the deflation algorithm, for determining multiple roots for a system 
of nonlinear equations. is presented and its effectiveness is shown by solving a 
numerical example. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to present a method, termed here as the 
deflation algorithm, for finding roots of a system of nonlinear equations 
F(X) = 0, F: R” + R”, (1.1) 
where the Jacobian matrix F, of F is singular at the root X*, i.e., 
409/96/Z 12 
(1.2) det F,(X*)= 0, 
but there exists a ball B(X*) centered by X* such that 
det F,(X)# 0 for X E B(X*), xzx*. 
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If the Jacobian matrix F, at a root X* E F-‘(O) is nonsingular, it is well 
known that the Newton (also Newton-Raphson) iteration 
k+‘X = kX - [Fx(kX)] -‘F(kX), k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (1.3) 
converges to X* from any initial guess OX in a sufficiently small ball 
centered at X* [l-6]. 
However, in the case of a singular Jacobian matrix F,(X*), the classical 
theory is not applicable and except for the one-dimensional problem few 
results are available [7-13, 171. They analyse the problem in the framework 
of general Banach space. The orthogonal projection onto the null space of 
the Frechet derivative is significant in their works. 
Restricting ourselves within the problem for the system of nonlinear 
algebraic equations, we may employ the analogy of the one-dimensional 
case. In such a case, successive formal differentiations at the singular root 
reduce the degree of singularity by one until it vanishes. We can utilize the 
symbolic and algebraic manipulation (SAM, in short) to implement the 
formal differentiation. 
A singular root, which is also called a multiple root in the present paper, 
of a system of nonlinear equations will be treated analogously. We present a 
systematic and automatic way for reducing the degree of multiplicity, which 
is termed here as the deflation algorithm. We introduce the information 
derived not only from the original system, but also from the formal partial 
derivatives of its components. The system to be solved is replaced by another 
one having the same root with less multiplicity while the deflation algorithm 
proceeds. The communications are essential between the numerical 
manipulation language and the SAM language in its implementation [ 14 ]. It 
may be called a hybrid manipulation. 
In this paper, several properties of the multiple roots of a system of 
nonlinear equations are studied first. Then a practical algorithm is proposed 
to determine the multiple root. Finally the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm is illustrated by a numerical example. 
Though our consideration is based on the system of algebraic equations, it 
would be expected to be efficient for general nonlinear cases. 
II. NEWTON METHOD FOR MULTIPLE ROOTS 
2.1. The One-Dimensional Case 
It is instructive to consider first the one-dimensional case of a real-valued 
function f of a real variable x, i.e., 
f(x) = 0. (2.1) 
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In general, a root x* of the nonlinear equation (2.1) is said to have 
multiplicity m if 
f(x) = (x - .*>mf(x>, 0 # If( < 03, m> 1, (2.2) 
wheref(x) is twice continuously differentiable at the root x*. 
Starting from an initial guess Ox in a neighborhood D E R of x*, the 
Newton method defines the sequences of approximations 
k+‘~= k~+Ak~, Akx = -[f,(“x)] - ‘f(k~), k=O, 1, 2 ,... . (2.3) 
Let kr] be the error of k~ from x*, i.e., 
k’l= kx - xf. (2.4 ) 
Then, from (2.2) and (2.3) we have 
k+Q,=‘+ (kl?>mJ’(k4 
m(“W-‘.nkW + (ko??k4)J;(kx)J ’
(2.5 1 
From (2.5) and Taylor’s theorem, it follows that 
m-l 
k+‘v= m i 1 kq + qkv2>. 
Consequently, if the sequence (“x} is convergent to x*, the sequence (kq} 
will converge to 0 with the speed of a geometric progression with ratio 
(m - 1)/m. If m = 1, it follows from (2.6) that 
k+ ‘rj = qkq*), (2.7) 
and the sequence {“x) is said to converge quadratically to x* which is called 
a simple root; if m > 1, the convergence is said to be geometric, with ratio 
(m - 1)/m. 
From the above discussion, we now have the following theorem [ 15, 161. 
THEOREM 2.1. If the sequence {k~} defined by (2.3) converges to x*, 
and J‘(x) has a Taylor series expansion at x* which converges in some 
neighborhood D of x*, then the following asymptotic relations hold: 
if m > 2. 
(2.8a) 
(2.8b) 
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Proof: From (2.2), (2.4), (2.6), and a Taylor series expansion, we have .f( k+t’X) m-1 
f(k~) = m c 1 In j@“, + (Cm - wm>L(x*)kr + Wkr2) J’<x*> +L(x*)kv + OCkv2) 
= 
i 1 
v m { 1 + O(kv)}. 
Since the sequence {“x) is convergent to x* as k + co, the sequence ( kr} is 
also convergent to 0. Hence, from (2.9), we have (2.8a). 
Differentiating (2.2) with respect to x, it follows that 
f,(““X) = (k+l,)m-l{mf(k+‘X) + k+lr&(k+‘X)} 
= m(k+ ‘r]yf(x*)( 1 + O(%/)}. (2.10) 
From (2.6) and (2.10), we have 
fX( k+ ‘x) m-1 m--L .L(“x> = m c 1 11 +o(kvN (2.11) 
which shows that since the sequence (kq} is convergent to 0, (2.8b) holds as 
k + co. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete. 
We now have the following corollary which is the same result previously 
obtained by Rall [ 111. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, 
from (2.3), we have 
lim Ak+‘x m- 1 -=-, 
k+m Akx m 
(2.12) 
Proof of the corollary is obvious from (2.3), (2.8a), and (2.8b). 
From Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, it is easily seen that some properties 
of the approximate solution k~ in the neighborhood of the simple root, 
multiple root, or singular manifold are given in Table 2.1. The convergence 
tendencies to the simple root (m = 1) and the multiple root (m > 2) are 
shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. 
On the other hand, from (2.2), we have 
f(x) ‘lrn 
x-x*= m ’ [ 1 m> 1, (2.13) 
which shows that if one wished to calculate x* to a single precision accuracy 
on a computer, one must compute the value of f(x) using m-precision 
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TABLE 2.1 
Properties of Roots 
1st k + ‘x)1 
Simple Multiple Singular 
<I <I %l 





z = ld(’ ’ ‘x)/d(%)1 
x=lA k+ ‘x/A’xI <I $1 
Note. Here, d(x) = f,(x). 
arithmetic. Otherwise, f(“x) =f(x* + kr]) can vanish before ‘q becomes 
negligible with respect to the accuracy desired in x*, thus terminating the 
Newton process prematurely. 
2.2. System of Nonlinear Equations 
We now return to the problem of finding multiple roots of a vector 
function. For simplicity, let F: R* + R2, and consider the following nonlinear 
equations 
F(X)= [I”xi)= [ (X+~,Y--b,)mlf(x) =. 
(a*x + y - bJy(X) 1 ’ 
m,,m,ZT 
X=(&Y), O#lf(X*)l, lg(X*)/ < 00, (2.14) 
where 
det = 1 -a,a,#O, (2.15) 
and f and g are m, and m, times continuously differentiable in a 
neighborhood of a root X* which satisfies the following relations: 
x* +a,y* - b, = a,x* + y* - b, = 0. (2.16) 
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Z=ld(k+l x)/d(kx) 1 
f 
singular 
FIG. 2.1. Schematic diagram of roots. 
Taking (2.15) and (2.16) into account, from (2.14), we have, say, for x: 
x-x* =det mG!!w>“m~ a, (g(Jq/g(x))‘h 1 
Ii 
(l - al 4. (2.17) 
This fact shows that if one wished to calculate x* to a single precision 
accuracy on a computer, one must compute the values off(x) and g(x) using 
m,- and q-precision arithmetics, respectively. 
In what follows, we denote, say, by LYif the jth partial derivative off with 
respect to x. Then the chain rule 
Q-(X)= i e,+x+ulY-b,)‘l-’ -ayf(X), j=o, l,...,m,, 
i=O 




(u,x + y - b2)mz-i * a;-‘g(x), j = 0, l,..., m,, 
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and (2.14) give the relations 
a,“l-tf(x>= (x + a,y-bb,) U,+,(X>=O, 
a,m2-‘g(x> = (u2x + y - b*) V,,+(X) = 0, 
(2.19) 
where 
q(x) = 2-Q-(X)/(x + a, y - bJ-j, 
V,(X) = a:, g(X)/(a,x + y - b2)m2-k, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m , - 1, 
k = 1, 2 ,..., m, - 1. 
(2.20) 
From the above, we now have the following [ 15, 161. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X* = (x*, y*) be the solution of (2.14) and satisfy 
(2.16). Then the following equations hold, 
(i) a~‘~~(X*)=a~1-‘f(X*)=a,m2~‘g(X*)=a~2-’g(X*)=0, (2.21) 
(ii) U,,_,(X*) = m,!flX*) f 0, (2.22a) 
Vm2-,(X*) = m*!g(X*) # 0, (2.22b) 
(iii) det [Jij(X*)] = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, - 2; j = 1, 2 ,..,, m, - 2, (2.23a) 
d4J,,-,,m2~I(x*>l = (1 - a,aJ m,!m,!f(X*)g(X*) # 0, (2.23b) 
Jij(X) = 
a? y-(X) ay &f(X) 
3x3; ‘!m 1 a;+ ‘g(X) * (2.23~) 
Proo$ The equation (2.21) can easily be seen from (2.18). The equations 
(2.22a) and (2.22b) are obvious from the definitions of U’” and V”’ given 
by (2.20). 




Since (x* + a, y* -b,)=O, we have 
%z-,(x*> = m$(X*) # 0. (2.25) 
Similar results can be obtained for a:~~’ g(X). Substituting these results into 
(2.23~) we have (2.23a) and (2.23b). Thus the proofs of the theorem are 
complete. 
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Since the matrix (2.23~) is nonsingular in the neighborhood of the 
from (2.19), we now have the Newton iteration for a multiple root: 
root x*, 
(2.26) 
It suggests that for the singular root of such a type as in (2.14) a 
convergent Newton iteration may be given by some partial differentiations 
for the original equations. 
We note that, by virtue of (2.19), the sequences {“x) and ( ky} generated 
by (2.26) will converge quadratically to x* and Al*, respectively, and 
m = m, x m2 is called here the multiplicity of the system of equations given 
by (2.14). 
III. DEFLATION ALGORITHM 
In the previous section, we studied the multiple roots of a system of 
nonlinear equations. Let us now propose a practical algorithm, termed here 
as the deflation algorithm, for determining the multiple roots. For simplicity, 
let F: R” + R”, and consider the system of general nonlinear equations given 
by 
F’“‘(X) = (j-[,“‘(X), p(x),..., fjpl(X))’ = 0, x = (x1 3 x2 ,..., XJ’, (3-l) 
where the Jacobian matrix F?](X) is singular at the root X*, i.e., 
d”‘(X*) = det[Fi’l(X*)] = 0. (3.2) 
Here 1.1 1” denotes the value of [ .] at the root X* after the lth deflation 
process. 
3.1. Deflation Process 
The Newton iteration is now given by 
~[‘l(kx)(k+‘x - “x) = -F[‘l(kx) x 3 k, I = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (3.3) 
Assume now that the rank of the Jacobian matrix at kX in the 
neighborhood of the root X* is given by 
r* = rank Fy](X *), o<r*<n-1, (3.4a) 
r = rl’] = rank Fi’t(“X), r* < r[‘I < n, (3.4b) 
and that the system of linear equations (3.3) is solved by the familiar 
Gaussian elimination method [ 1, 61. 
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For simplicity, suppose k~l has been eliminated from equations 2,..., n of 
(3.3); hence x, remains only in the first equation, and x,, x2 from equations 
3 ,..., IZ and so on up to x1 ,..., x,.* from equations r* + l,..., n. Then we have 
the pivot matrix P, defined by 
Py(x *> = i; j) p;Yx*)J-j :j, /=1,2 )...’ (3.5) 
and the equation fi” and variable xj in (3.5) are called the pivot equation 
and variable, respectively. 
Taking (3.5) into account, let us define an (rr’l + 1) x (r”’ + 1) Jacobian 
submatrix D,:“, termed the deflation matrix, by 
x, ... x, x, 
s=r+ 1 
where 
d, = a,,$“, i,j= l,..., r,s, 
r* = rlol 3 r = y[‘l, I = 1, 2,... 
Note that di,i is given in an analytic form. 
n, (3.6) 
(3.7) 
At the (r”’ + 1)st formal elimination stage, the deflation matrix 0:” is 
transformed into the form 
I 
ell e,, ... 5, 5, 
E;“(X) = e2, . 
0 e I 
III 
y = f-l’] 
. e,., err ’ s = r”’ + l,..., n. 
(3.8) 
PS 
Here the (r”’ + 1) x (r”’ + 1) upper triangular matrix E(” is termed here the 
eliminated matrix of Dj”. We now have the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that r* = rankFyt(X*), 0 < r* < n - 1, and 
the pivot matrix Py’(X*) is given by (3.5). Let e!:‘(x) be the diagonal 
element of the eliminated matrix EL”(X) obtained from the 
(T-I” + 1) x (r”] + 1) deflation matrix D:‘(X). If the approximate solution 
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kX of (3.3) is suflciently close to the root X *, then the following properties 
hold: 
(i) ]e~fl(k+‘X)/e~fl(kX)( z 1, i = I, 2 ,..., t-l”, (3.9a) 
(ii) ] ei!]s(kX)] = 1 det Do’] @ 1, s = e”’ + l,..., n, (3.9b) 
(iii) det Dj’](X *) = 0, if r”I # n, (3.9c) 
(iv) l/e < ]ekil(k+ ‘X)/ek’,l(kX)] < 4, k, I = 0, 1 ,... . (3.9d) 
Proofs of the theorem are obvious from Theorem 2.1. The upper and lower 
bounds in condition (iv) can be easily derived from (2.8b) with m = 2 and 
m = co, respectively. 
At the root X *, the deflation matrix Di” satisfies the relation (3.9~). 
Taking this fact into account, replace fi’l in (3.1) by det 0:” = 0, 
s = r”) + l,..., n, and define a new set of equations in the next deflated stage 
by 
f y+l’(X) 
F”+“(X) = f y+;‘(x) 
Is 
f !:‘,“<x> 
f ;/+ $X) 
= 0, r = r”‘. (3.10) 
Here Ft’+ ‘l(X) is termed as (1 + 1)st dej7uted equations. 
It is easily seen from the above discussion that, compared with F[‘j, the 
convergence of Ft’+ ‘I will be improved. In fact, for the system in Section 2, 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that a system of equations is given by 
~(x)=(ailx, + ... +ai,i-lxi-, +xi+ ... +ainx,)“~(x)=o, (3.11) 
where 
f,(X *> = 0, m *I z 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
mf> 1, 6 = max[mi], 
1 aI2 ... aIn 
. . # 0. 
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Then at the lth deflation process, the multiplicity rn[‘l of F”](X) is given by 
m[‘l= [! {max[l,mi-I]), O<l<fi- 1, (3.13a) 
m[P1 - 1 (3.13b) 
From Theorem 2.2 and the definition of FL”(X) given by (3.10), the theorem 
can be easily proved. 
Let m = mLol be the multipicity of (3.11). Then this theorem shows that, 
for the system (3.1 l), (% - 1) deflation processes are necessary to obtain the 
m-ple root of (3.11) in the same accuracy as usual simple roots. 
3.2. Computational Realization 
As we have seen, the determinant of the deflated matrix (3.6) must be 
calculated in an analytic form. In the package NAES [ 141, a SAM language, 
REDUCE 2 [ 181, is adopted for this purpose. However, from a practical 
standpoint, it is often possible to simplify or skip computations of the deter- 
minants by using some properties of the deflation matrix [ 15, 16 1. 
Consider the Ith deflation process at the kth iteration given by 
F”‘(kX) = 0, 
and suppose that the pivot matrix Pb’l(kX) is given by 
(3.14) 
1 )... . (3.15) 
It is noteworthy that while solving the linear equations (3.3) by the Gaussian 
elimination method, the pivot matrix can easily be obtained by checking the 
properties (3.9) in Theorem 3.1. 
If (i) the ith equation fi” of (3.14) contains xi explicitly and its partial 
derivative at the root X* is zero, (ii) the equation ff” does not contain X, 
explicitly, then the (i,j) and (i, s) elements of the Jacobian matrix are given 
by 
Flf](X*) = i[ . . . . 8x,f~‘1 ,..., a,J~” ,... IxEx* 
= [ *.., 0 )...) 0 )... 1. (3.16) 
Here 0 and 0 in (3.16) are called numerical and algebraic zeros, respectively. 
As for the numerical zero, we have the following. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that the sequence {“X} dejined by (3.3) 
converges to the root X*. If the (i, j) element of the Jacobian matrix Flf’ at 
the root is the numerical zero, then the following estimate at the Ith deflation 
process holds : 
lim 1a,f~“(“+‘X)/a,fI”(“X)~ < t. 
k+cc 
(3.17) 
Applying (2.8b) in Theorem 2.1, this theorem can be easily proved. 
The estimation (3.17) is useful to identify the elements with numerical 
zeros in the Jacobian matrix F, . “I In the following assume that the deflated 
equations and the pivot matrix at the Zth deflation process in the kth iteration 
are given by (3.10) and (3.15), respectively. From the computational 
standpoint, we first provide the following category. 
Category 1 (numerical zeros). Suppose that the (i,, j,,) element of the 
Jacobian matrix Fy’ (u = 1, 2 ,..., u”‘, v = 1, 2 ,..., v”‘; 0 ,< u”‘, u”’ < n) has a 
numerical zero. If the (ia, j,) element has the least total degree of variables 
which are not in the pivot variables in (3.15), it is called the minimum zero 
element. Let us explain the procedure of the category by showing an example 
with three numerical zero elements: 
axj,f!;‘lx=x* = XI . Xrlll+I x- x- - -0 1 (3.18a) 
%j,fl;‘lx-x- = Xrl/l+ I . 4r1+2lx=x* = 0, (3.18b) 
4j3fjf’lx=x* =&I+ I . -&,+*Ix-X’ = 0. (3.18~) 
(i) It is easily seen that (3.18a) is the minimum numerical zero 
element. Since x, is already in the pivot matrix (3.15) put x,,,,+ , into the 
pivot variables and revise the matrix 
fi” kXi 
1 1 
pr1 _ : rt1- 
i* ;I 
rlrl ,I/’ ’ 
r”] + 1 rlll + 1 
(3.19a) 
where a,, f ii1 is replaced by f zz, + , . 
(ii) Deleting (3.18a), consider further (3.18b) and (3.18~). Since 
(3.18b) is now the minimum element, we have the following pivot matrix: 
(3.19b) 
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(iii) Since there is no new variable in (3.18c), the procedure is 
terminated. Thus, the equations det DLt, and det Diy z in (3.10) need not be 
computed and can now be replaced by (3.18a) and (3.18b), respectively. 
(iv) If r”’ + 2 = n, then replace I by 1 + 1 and terminate the Ith 
deflation process. Otherwise proceed to Category 2. 
Category 2 (nontrivially proportional rows). Suppose that, except for the 
elements with numerical or algebraic zeros, all the elements in the ith and jth 
rows of the Jacobian matrix FI,” at the root X* satisfy the relation 
a,SfI”(x*)/a,lf,l”(x*) = a (# O), lal < a, 1 < ‘is < n, (3.20) 
where CL is a constant. Then it is easily seen that the rank of FI,“(X*) is 
degenerated by one. From (3.20) we form the n(n - 1)/2 equations: 
q”!“(w . 4,,f,y’(x) - &,,fj”(W .a,“f;“(x) = 0, 
l<u,<n- 1, uf l<v<n. (3.21) 
It is worth mentioning that (3.21) is generated by the REDUCE 2. 
We now provide the procedure for Category 2. (i) From (3.21), find the 
equation with the minimum total degree of variables and a new pivot 
variable which is not in (3.19b), and let u = u’ and v = ~7. (ii) Denote (3.21) 
with u=ziandv=u’byfLfj,+, ’ ’ ’ and its new pivot variable by x,.,,,+~, and put 






r”’ + 3 r”’ + 3 
(3.19c) 
Also replace det DLf/,+ ,(X) in (3.10) by fff],,,,. (iii) If r”’ + 3 = n, then 
replace 1 by 1 + 1 and terminate the lth deflation process. (iv) Otherwise, 
delete (3.21) with u = u’ and v = ~7, and repeat the procedures (ik(iv) until a 
new pivot variable cannot be found in (3.21) Vu and Vu. 
Category 3 (nontrivially proportional columns). Similarly to Category 2, 
suppose that, except for the elements with numerical and algebraic zeros, all 
the elements in the ith andjth columns of the Jacobian matrix Flf’ at the root 
X* satisfy the relation 
4,fY’(X *Y&,.fY(x “1 = P (+ 019 IPI < co, 1 < Vs < n, (3.22) 
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where /3 is a constant. From (3.22), form the n(n - 1)/2 equations: 
q-~yx> * a,ft’l(x) - axiffl(x) * a,flf’(x> = 0, 
l<u<n-l,u+l<u<n. (3.23) 
Then the same procedures (i)-(iv) in Category 2 also hold for Category 3. 
Applying Categories 1-3, computations of the deflation matrix (3.6) can 
greatly be reduced. However, if n pivot variables were not obtained by these 
categories, it is then necessary to compute some of the matrices by the 
following procedure. 
Category 4. Suppose that, from Categories 1-3, the pivot matrix is given 
by 
f I’] ,yj 
1 1 
p!‘] = : : r I 1 . * 3 r”’ < r’ < n. (3.24) r’ r’ 
Then the procedure is executed as follows: (i) From the Jacobian matrix Flf’, 
find the element with a new pivot variable, say, xi+i which is not in (3.24). 
(ii) Form the (r”’ + 1) x (r”l + 1) deflation matrix Di’l, s = Y+ l,..., n, given 
by (3.6) so that the element is included. (iii) If ?+ 1 = n, then replace I by 
I + 1 and terminate the Ith deflation process. (iv) Otherwise repeat the 
procedures (i)-(iii). 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Consider the same nonlinear equations in Samanskii [ 171, i.e., 
x, +x2 +x3 - 1 
f’“‘(X) = 0.2x; + 0.5x: -x3 + 0.5x; + 0.5 = 0. 
x, + x2 + 0.5x: - 0.5 1 
This has a double root X* = (0, 0, 1). From (3.2), we have 
1 1 1 
det Fy](X*) = det 0.6x: x2 -1 + x3 
x3 1 X-X’ 
1 1 i 0 0 1 =det 
1 1 
0 1 = 0. 
1 
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Let OX = (0.2,0.2,0.5) and define a convergence condition by 
i 
112 
k@ll - - ;f”y”x)‘f”yx) 1 < 1opL4. (4.3) 
(i) When the condition 6Eto1 < lOA at the sixth iteration was 
satisfied, the diagonal elements ejj(&X) in (3.8) were computed: 
[lejj(“X)/ejj(‘X)l] = [ 1.000,0.505,0.500]. (4.4 ) 
(ii) From the properties (3.9) in Theorem 3.1 and (4.4), the pivot 
matrix was given by 
f IO’ 6Xj 
Pl”‘(“X) = [ 1 1 1. (4.5) 
(iii) Since there are numerical zeros in (4.2) Category 1 can be 
applied. In fact, from (4.2a) at X = 6X, the following pivot matrix and 
deflated equations were obtained by the REDUCE 2: 
f y’ 6Xj 
1 1 








1.03 x 10-l 1.03 x 10-l 
5.69 x 10m2 5.69 x 10 * 
1.57 x 10-l 1.57 x 1om2 
3.94 x lo-’ 3.94 x 10-l 
9.86 x lo-” 9.84 x 10mJ 
2.41 x lomJ 2.47 x lo-” 
6.17 x lo-’ 6.17 x 10 ’ 
7.39 x 10-j 1.54 x 10~ s 
7.58 x 10. I’ 3.86 x IO- 6 
0.0 9.64 x 10mh 
22 1.49 ; 10 IJ 
23 3.68 x 10 ” 
No. of 
deflation With deflation Without deflation 
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TABLE4.2 
Numerical Solutions 
With deflation Without deflation 
XI 0.0 3.2895 108875564 x lo-’ 
x2 -1.6787888226717 x lOm’9 5.9028952604004 x 10 ” 
x3 1.0 0.99999990807594 
pyx>= [ “:‘I:-- I] =o. (4.7) 
(iv) It is easily seen that the rank of the Jacobian matrix at the 
solution corresponding to (4.7) is 3. Thus the first deflated equations (4.7) 
has a simple root. 
(v) The original equations (4.1) with X = kX (k = O,..., 6) and deflated 
equations (4.7) with X = kX (k = 7, 8, 9) were solved by the s-secant method 
[ 131 with E = lo-’ which is a numerical realization of the Newton method. 
The convergence tendency of kEl’l with the deflation is shown in 
Table 4.1. That of the original equations without the deflation is also given in 
the table. As would be expected, the deflation algorithm resulted in faster 
convergence as well as the higher accuracy for the solution given in 
Table 4.2. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, several properties of the multiple roots for a system of 
nonlinear equations have been discussed first. Then the deflation algorithm 
for determining the multiple roots has been proposed. According to the 
algorithm, both convergency and accuracy can greatly be improved. 
Finally a numerical example was solved. As would be expected, the E- 
secant (the Newton) iteration with the deflation algorithm converged 
quadratically to the roots with sufficient accuracy. 
We note that the deflation procedure can be efficiently executed by using a 
language for algebraic and symbolic manipulation, e.g., REDUCE 2. 
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